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eries, Nukalert and Knives for Survival
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you know. However, the vastly better thing to do,
when you enter an area and your NUKALERT
starts chirping even a little, is to turn around and
get out of that area as rapidly as prudence allows.
That is how the NUKALERT can save your life and
the lives of your loved ones, by simply making you
aware of a radiation hazard
before the exposure can
produce dangerous or even
lethal results. 

The NUKALERT costs
about $160. Funerals cost
way more. There’s a
NUKALERT on my key ring.
Sharon and I are together
24/7, so one is all we need.
You may need more. It could
save your life and the lives
of your family members.

Saving your life can
sometimes involve something as simple as a good
folding knife. A reliable knife can get you through
all sorts of thoroughly challenging situations, from
the ordinary to the extraordinary.

When I was a teacher on the West Side of
Chicago more than three decades back, the knife I
carried was a Puma 970 Plainsman. I’d flip it open
one-handed to sharpen kids’ pencils – we didn’t
have a proper sharpener – and no one called for
the SWAT Team. It was a rough school and having
a good, stout knife that was fast into action just
made good sense. Those were different times, of
course. I still have that great old Puma and have,
in years since,
installed a device
known as a “One-
Arm Bandit,” an
aftermarket open-
ing stud that was
made in Canada
from a softer steel
than most knife
steels and allowed
the convenience of
one-hand opening
to those who didn’t
develop their own
opening technique.
This was in the days before wide dissemination of
knives with integral opening studs. I practiced my
technique, but still found the One-Arm Bandit
convenient. These days, as far as I can detect, the
One-Arm Bandit is no longer readily available, if
available at all. I’ll be happy to stand corrected, if
any reader knows otherwise. 

In recent years, as concerns folding knives, I’ve
become an ardent devotee of knives from Bench-
made (benchmade.com), especially those featuring
the Axis locking system. The Axis locking system is
wonderfully fast and convenient, not to mention
terrifically reliable. 

I became familiar with the Axis locking sys-
tem shortly after its debut several years ago,

using it with a McHenry & Williams designed
folder that did wonderful duty for me when
Sharon and I had our holster business and I
would be cutting away superfluous leather in
order to better use the die press. Totally
ambidextrous, the Axis system relies on a small,

hardened steel bar, mov-
ing forward and backward
in a slot on both sides of
the liners/handles. The bar
locks over the rear of the
blade when the blade is
open, while two springs –
one positioned on each
side of the locking bar –
actually operate the sys-
tem. This locking system is
found in a number of
manual and automatic
opening knives, as well as

assisted-opening knives. 
The blade on the Presidio, whether automatic

or manual, is 154 CM, nearly three and one half
inches long, hardened to 58-60 on the Rockwell
C scale and configured as a drop point, although
Tanto-style points are available. I prefer plain
edge blades rather than combo edge blades in a
knife such as this, which, albeit a working knife,
might see duty in self defense. Combo edges are
available.

A ridged 6061 T-6 aluminum handle and steel
liners makes for a rugged knife that is easily
grasped under a wide range of conditions. The

pocket clip is
switchable for left-
handed use and
positioned for a
point up carry with
the knife. 

Every knife in
the Presidio series
that I have tried is
a knife that inspires
confidence and
exudes practicality.
Right out of the
box, without any
oiling or working

of the blade at all, this Mel Pardue designed knife
opened smoothly and quickly. My one complaint
was that the pocket clip was a little on the stiff
side and, rather than needlessly abrading my
trouser pockets while I carried the knife, I
employed the assistance of Abraham Lincoln. Our
16th president’s most ubiquitous image – a penny
– was slipped between the pocket clip and the
handle slab, in order to relieve the tightness. Leav-
ing it there across a period of about two days did
the trick. Thank you Honest Abe!  

As you can tell, I am a big fan of the Presidio
knives in the Benchmade line and consider them
solidly among the best of their type. Try one and
you’ll very likely feel that way, too. 

The NUKALERT is always on Ahern’s keychain. If it
starts chirping, the rear face shows the number of

Roentgens to which you’re being exposed.

From Left: The Benchmade 620 Presidio Axis open. It’s fast and reli-
able. To close, slide the Axis lock rearward to release the blade from

the open position and fold closed. The Presidio shown closed.
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